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1. Discussion with M ilitary Ifegion Headquarters officers  

concerning recent capture in B rasilia of "Marighela gang," 

disclosed nothing beyond what already reported in reference 

messages except that four of those captured had received“ 

training in Cuba. As of yet they have no confession or other 

proof establishing a direct link to Marighela. Their suspicions 

of such a link are based on modus operandi, Cuban training, 

subversive literatu re, and weapons and ammunition.

2. As for Army role in present operation, 11th Mil-itary 

Region is  responsible for detention of prisoners and conduct 

of investigation (IM ) under m ilitary court system. Army did 

not participate in any of the action involving capture of 

suspects although they are ready for such operations should 

they move .beyond police means. Prisoners are presently being 

held in Presidential guard battalion but i f  number grnws 1
\ u ~p
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they will

likely be distributed to other units of the garrison. A more 
secure "penetenciaria" is nearing completion in the Army Police
Battalion and will be used in the future to hold such prisoners.

3. Region headquarters stated investigating officer had 
not yet‘been announced although at lunch in a unit yesterday 
the commander and his officers talked very matter of factly

4. One intelligence officer emphasized that while IA5 
prevents release through habeas corpus, the laws of detention 
for investigation remain in full force. Thus, after the 
first thirty days authorized for investigation, requests for 
extention or protective custody must be made and approved.
These are normally granted in thirty day increments and cannot 
be continued indefinitely. Either the prisoner is brought to 
trial or released. They were very dejected over the prospects 
of subversives being released after an inconclusive investigation 
or short imprisonment only to return to the same way of life.

of Col. Ademar, CO, BGP, as the investigating officer
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which linked the Chandler murder to the Marighela group and 
included confessions of two participants. ,

2. The chain of information began on 25 January 1969  with
the capture by Sao Paulo police of a vehicle made ofer as an 
army truck and belonging to Capt. Lamarca's group. Lamarca 
escaped. However, a "Hermes" was captured and identified 
himself as a member of a Marighela cell in Ara$atunga, Sao 
Paulo, and gave the names of the cell members and their close 
associates. The cell leader, a Luis Goncalves, had fled to 
Mexico. Another member, Pedro Lobo de Oliveira, an“*Army 
Sergeant cassated in 1964, based on Hermes testimony and' 
documents captured in the truck, was subsequently captured and 
interrogated. Pedro was also a member of a second cell.. 
Testimony led to further arrests and further evidence.

"While visiting the General Secretariat of the National 
Security »emitted to read a Secret document
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Gradually they evolved the identity of a member of interlocked 

c e lls  and their close associates.

3 . In his confession, Hermes stated that a "Marchino" 

fired the machine gun that k illed  Chandler and that Pëdro 

fired  the 38 revolver. Luis Goncalves was the driver and 

Hermes was a passenger. In a separate confession, Pedro " 

stated he drove the car, a "Marco" fired the machine gun and 

Luis the revolver. Pedro did not place Hermes at the scene. 

According to Pedro, the assassins were shown where Chandler 

lived by a radio singer named "Judith" who was not a ce ll 

member but identified  among its  associates. Rio A -89" and 

State 029128 report a Marco Antonio Braz de Carvalho as a 

person Mrs. Chandler and Darryl are quite certain fired the 

machine gun.

4. No comment as to motive was contained in the document 

/  »s saw. In response to /^ c  question, source stated that as yet

no connection had been found linking the murder of the German

major to one of these terrorist groups. Nevertheless, the

document I saw contained confessions to a long l i s t  of recent

terrorist actions and robberies, a ll  linked to members of 
Marighela cel ls .
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5. Source stated government is moving very cautiously 

in disclosing identity of individuals apprehended or details 
of their activities, to include bringing them to trial, 
because of much broader national security implications and
desire not to jeopardize future investigations. However, he

. t h esaid he wanted us to know the progress made in stoet Chandler
case and its connection

6 .
f E050xl

ja  document had been distributed
to activist students at University of Sao Paulo (apparently by 
AP) stating that with IA5 student demonstrations will be 
more difficult and that the true revolutionaries shoüld show 
their metal by joining the Marighela activists in subversive 
operations. The present situation fits Marxist doctrine, the 
document stated, because by sending the Army to takepower, 
the bourgeoisie were showing their desperate state and thus > 
making clear that now was the time to initiate revolutionary 
warfare.

7. This information is classified secret to protect
foreign source and material of equivalent classification.
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